High quality grade 80 chain can handle high work loads and enhance safety - 5/16" chain: up to 4,500 lb work load - 3/8" chain: up to 7,100 lb work load

- Available in 10' & 16' lengths
- No assembly required
- Unique Grab Hooks with built-in locking pins prevent chain from slipping in choke applications
- Provides better alternative to standard grab hooks
- Convenient solution for most tow & pulling applications
- Convenient storage bag included

Part No. Description
8G80SGGS/10 5/16" / 10'
8G80SGGS/16 5/16" / 16'
10G80SGGS/10 3/8" / 10'
10G80SGGS/16 3/8" / 16'

Tow-To-Go
Ready to Use Tow & Pulling Chain

WORLD’S STRONGEST CHAIN

We(0,0),(999,999) Invented the Snow Chain, and Just Made It Better!

We were first to introduce the "All-Square", long wearing, alloy square link chain. This chain is specifically designed to provide superior wear and traction under the most severe conditions.

Pewag "All-Square" tire chains outlast and outperform standard carbon steel twist link & V-bar twist link chains at a minimum four-to-one!

How does Pewag achieve this performance?
The answer is in the design. Square link chain will provide traction across the entire length of each link versus only providing traction at the high points of standard twist link traction chain.

- Deeper case hardness at 6% depth for maximum wear resistance
- Unique square-link design for better traction
- Reversible for maximum wear
- Pewag "All Square" is the chain of choice for many trucking companies and D.O.T.s.
- Saves money in the long run - Lasts 6x Longer than standard twist-link chain
- Can be reversed for better wear and longer life
- Chains are repairable, lowering long term cost
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Pewag is one of the oldest chain manufacturers in the world and the company’s history goes back over 530 years when the first production facility was established in the town of Bruckl, Austria in 1479. With over 530 years of research and development, Pewag has continued its research and development to provide the highest-quality, innovative chain products to the market.

The Pewag brand continues to be well-known for premium-quality chain products around the world and is established as a global market leader.

Today, Pewag is “the” technological innovator in the high quality chain business and offers a diverse line of round-link chains for overhead lifting, hoists, conveying, traction chains and tire protection chains.